ROCABELLA
Mykonos

An authentic wanderlusting experience in Cyclades
A highly eclectic bohemian philosophy meets the cycladic simple architectural lines
forming the unique hospitality experience of Rocabella Mykonos. The newly renovated
5 star boutique hotel, a member of Design Hotels, offers 26 suites and rooms with mini
private pools, in full harmony with the island’s landscape and spirit. Its sophisticated
decoration, based on natural materials and neutral tones, creates a sense of intimacy
and serenity, while maintaining the island’s cosmopolitan vibes.
The floating beds and bungalows of the spectacular central pool, the largest hospitality
pool in Mykonos, let you relax and fully immerse into the essence of the Mediterranean
summer, with a feeling of total freedom under the hot sun, while gazing at the blue
sea. Residents and visitors can enjoy their lunch or cocktail around the infinity pool
with a capturing view of Delos and Chora, while also many events and photoshoots are
taking place in this serene location.
Reeza, the retreat awarded restaurant, offers breakfast and brunch from 08.00 am, all
day lunch options can also be served by the pool, and a highly recommended dinner
experience with a great sunset view in the evening, based on greek infusion cuisine
with unique local delicacies. The menu has been carefully curated by awarded Mihalis
Merzenis, who has successfully worked in many famous kitchens around the world in
the past years. An infinity bar, with amazing view, excellent signature cocktails and
premium spirits completes the dreamy setting.
The last few years, world class luxury yoga retreats have been taking place in the hotel’s
facilities. The outdoor gym area offers advanced fitness equipment to those who want
to keep up with their daily habits and the on-site spa services, with greek natural beauty
products from Apivita, make Rocabella the ideal place to unwind and daydream.

ROCABELLA Mykonos Hotel a member of Design Hotels, Agios Stefanos Mykonos, 84600
For reservations contact reservations@rocabellamykonos.com or
call at +30 694 5562315 | +30 22890 28930

